LANGOSTERIA GROUP AND CHEVAL BLANC PARIS ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THEIR PARTNERSHIP

When the Parisian sky takes on an Italian air

Langosteria will open its first restaurant outside Italy within Cheval Blanc Paris, the new Maison of the eponymous collection developed by LVMH. Facing the river Seine, the restaurant will be located on the seventh floor, with an indoor space that opens onto a terrace overlooking the Paris skyline.

Langosteria is a fine dining restaurant born in Italy focused on excellence, combining Italian traditions with a contemporary approach to offer the finest seafood ingredients, sourced all over the world.

The establishment of Langosteria restaurant in Paris represents the first step towards an internationalization process to position the brand in strategic locations worldwide. The Langosteria Group will encounter this new adventure with the enthusiasm that has always distinguished it, aiming to become a reference for fine dining also in the French capital.

Welcoming Langosteria in Cheval Blanc Paris is a promise to share a common vision on high-end quality products, a contemporary lifestyle driven by a team of passionate and lively talents.

“This encounter emerged as an obvious choice: Langosteria brings to Parisians their second heart cuisine which comes from Italy, seasoned with a strong know-how, elegance and natural sophistication.”
- Olivier Lefebvre, CEO of Cheval Blanc

“I am happy to kick off this new project, right from the city where I started dreaming about the first Langosteria in 2007. It is an exciting challenge that we face with our usual passion, confident that we will bring the same flavour of our cuisine also in Paris.”
- Enrico Buonocore, CEO and Founder of the Langosteria Group

Langosteria Group counts four restaurants, Langosteria (2007), Langosteria Bistrot (2012), Langosteria Café (2016) in Milan and Langosteria Paraggi (2017), all offering the same gastronomic origin based on prime seafood ingredients, but each location maintaining its own individuality. Founded and managed by Enrico Buonocore, Langosteria is driven by the quest for excellence, the attention to detail, a contemporary Italian identity with an international twist.

Developed by LVMH Hotel Management, Cheval Blanc is a brand of exceptional Maisons. The first one, Cheval Blanc Courchevel, opened in 2006 in Courchevel, followed by Cheval Blanc Randheli, which opened in the Maldives in autumn 2013. The brand has continued its development with the opening of Cheval Blanc St-Barth Isle de France in the French West Indies in October 2014, Cheval Blanc St-Tropez in 2019, as well as future project within La Samaritaine in Paris. LVMH Hotel Management also runs White 1921 Courchevel and White 1921 Saint-Tropez.
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